TRAVEL IN TIME WITH ROSES...

Isparta oil-bearing rose (Rosa Damascena) is also an economically important rose kind, aside from its special fragrance. Its production was started in 1888 by "Müftüzade İsmail Efendi".

A very important raw material in perfume and cosmetics industry, rose oil was first produced in boilers called "distillers" but today it is processed in modern rose oil factories. You can also take a tour through time in the towns where the production techniques from the past are still being utilized.

HAVE YOU HARVESTED ROSES?

In recent years, the rose gardens of Isparta has attracted the attention of domestic and foreign tourists, especially from the Far East. Isparta is the only city in our country where you can both see the rose gardens and attend a harvest.

Rose is known as the Sultan of Flowers. Among many different kinds, ISPARTA ROSE (Rosa Damascena) has a special place with its unique fragrance and a rich variety of products.
NOW IT IS THE TIME OF THE ROSES IN ISPARTA ...

You are invited to an adventure that starts at the end of April and lasts until the end of June ...

Bring joy and colour into your life with the rose harvest at first light of day while being surrounded by the encompassing fragrance of the roses, then with a village breakfast among the rose gardens and the unique natural beauties.

We invite everyone to our rose festivals in May and June who are looking for new things to discover.

With a wide variety of uses, rose water is preferred as an aroma in food and drinks and also used in skin products because of its nourishing, tightening and renewing properties.

In addition to these, the famous roses of Isparta are processed into rose jam, rose delight, rose sherbet, rose soap, rose shampoo, rose cream and many other products.